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Theoretical frame

• Social contexts of cycling have not been sufficiently explored (Oldenziel & de la Bruhèze, 2012)

• Cycling may empower disadvantaged groups (Overton, 1996). 

• Cultural change in the Bedouin society is taking place as part of negotiations with the 
patriarchal elements of society (Abu-Rabia-Queder, 2008). 

• Severe socio-cultural restrictions are imposed on “immodest” appearance and practices in 
the public space of Bedouin communities including during sport practices (Ben Israel, 2019). 
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Negev Bedouin’s Mobility

Nomadism-Semi-Pastoral-Nomadism- Sedenterization -
Refugees - Subjects of a military regime - Urban



• Low wage level

• Low educational level

• Low employment rate
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The Bedouin are at the bottom of Israel's socio-economic ranks



Beer Sheva District  - labor force participation rate, 2008-2015
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Rahat city
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The city of Rahat 
https://v5.gis-net.co.il/v5/rahat

• Population - 70,000 

• Area –30 km2

• Maximum distance to the city center from the 
neighborhoods centers – 4.5 km 

• Maximum distance to the local industrial area from the 
neighborhoods centers – 7 km 

• Distance from the city center to the national intercity road 
transportation – 5.5 km

• Distance from the city center to the regional train station –
8.5 km 

https://v5.gis-net.co.il/v5/rahat
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Cycling (im)mobility 

5 mm paved 
trail per capita



Cultural inhibitions regarding cycling:

• A cultural concept of cycling as a childish act that is not respectable for 
adults:

“They used to laugh and say "he's like a kid“.. It was unacceptable for a man 
to ride a bicycle” (K, age 50, Rahat).

• A definite gender taboo about women's cyclin in the town:

“Women don't ride! It's a taboo. Little girls are playing near the house, so 
they might take a bike… But after growing up they don't ride!” (M. age 50, Hura).  
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Out of town
Active-Leisure cycling
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Preliminary insights:

• The main motives - health and mental well-being.

• The source of inspiration for Bedouin field-cycling - Jewish field-bikers. 

• The cycling group provides a fun and meaningful social gathering.

• Participating in a field cycling group invites meetings with Jewish bikers -
experienced as 'fraternity of Bikers'.

• Field-cycling provides a connection to nature and the acquisition of 
geographical knowledge, as part of the reconstruction of the pre-1948 local 
Palestinians heritage. 



Questions for further research:
• Has there been a change in Bedouin attitudes towards legitimizing cycling by men in 

the urban public space, and what is the extent of the change?

• Has there been a change in the Bedouin attitudes towards legitimizing cycling by 
women?

• What are the implications of Jewish-Arab joint biking on Bedouin’s social and 
political positions?

• Should the urban establishment promote infrastructure for cycling, as a precursor to 
behavioral-consciousness change?
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Thanks for listening! 
and See you next year…
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